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Assess the parts played by the rival recruiting systems, Command and staff structures, 

technology, and tactics in explaining Prussia’s defeats of  

Austria (1866) and France (1870) 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Prussia and other regions of what was later to become the German Empire (which 

shall be referred to as Prussia) defeated Austria in the Seven Weeks war, 1866, and 

France in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71. A wide variety of factors were 

influential in determining the outcomes of these wars. All factors were significant as 

they each affected one another e.g. the technology available affected the tactics which 

could be employed. 

 

The recruiting systems, command structure, staff structure, technologies utilised and 

tactics employed will be addressed separately. This will allow assessment of the 

significance of each factor, and explanation of how they each affected one another. 

Both wars will be addressed together for comparative analysis. 

 

Command Structure 

 

In both wars, the Prussian command structure was superior to its equivalent on the 

opposing side. “The new King, Wilhelm I [reigning throughout both wars], […] had 

the good sense to employ brilliant advisors, foremost among them Count Otto von 

Bismarck at the foreign ministry, Moltke at the General Staff and Roon at the 
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Ministry of war.” (Wawro:1996, 13)1. These advisors, particularly Moltke and Roon, 

headed the Prussian command structure and had a profound impact on the reformation 

of the Prussian military. These reformations improved the speed and efficiency of 

mobilisation, as well as leadership in war. 

 

The most fundamental advantage held by the Prussian command over its adversaries 

was the devolution of command from Head Quarters to front line officers. This 

allowed tactical freedom and flexibility among Prussian field commanders. Both 

French and Austrian forces had rigid command structures and units often had to wait 

to receive orders or change ones already given. Prussian field commanders could 

therefore react better than French or Austrian field commanders. 

 

Poor Austrian and French command structures and decisions outweighed advantages 

held by Prussian reforms. Geoffrey Wawro states Prussia’s victory to have occurred 

“because Ludwig Benedek, Austria’s supreme commander on the Prussian front, 

revealed himself to be a supremely incompetent general.” (Wawro:1996, 5)2. 

Benedek’s poor command not only affected the decisions of his subordinates, it 

reflected the weakness of the whole Austrian command structure. Benedek was 

appointed not for merit as was the Prussian staff, but as a political ploy by the 

Austrian Emperor. 

 

                                                 
1 Wawro, Geoffrey. 1996. The Austro-Prussian War Austria’s War with Prussia and Italy in 1866. 
London: Cambridge University Press. P.13. 
2 Ibid. P.5. 
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France too had a confused command structure. Michael Howard believes “the 

incompetence of the French high command explained much.” (Howard:2001, 1)3. 

There was no clear commander. Most of the military, including Napoleon III, looked 

to Bazaine, yet Bazaine looked toward Napoleon III. The confusion this created acted 

in conjunction with the low initiative commonly employed by field commanders. As 

the French command structure necessitated most orders coming from above, this 

confusion proved disastrous. In the battle of Gravelotte and St. Privat on the 18th 

August 1870 Prussian field commanders marched to the sound of the guns, yet French 

divisions did not. The late arrival of Prussian reinforcements turned a battle France 

was initially winning into defeat.  

 

Prussian command made many mistakes throughout both wars but the poor French 

and Austrian command structure provided more. “It was Moltke’s good fortune now 

and throughout the campaign that he did not have to deal with an adversary capable of 

profiting by his mistakes.” (Howard: 2001, 165-6)4. This quote applies to the 

ineptitude of both Austrian commanders in the Austro-Prussian War and French 

commanders in the Franco-Prussian War. In both wars the enemy commanders could 

have taken advantage of Prussia’s mistakes and taken victory regardless of other 

weaknesses. Poor Austrian and French command structures were therefore a 

significant contribution to Prussia’s defeats of Austria and France. 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 Howard, Michael. 2001. The Franco-Prussian War, The German Invasion of France 2nd edition, 
1870-71. London: Routledge. P.1. 
4 Howard, Michael. 2001. The Franco-Prussian War, The German Invasion of France 2nd edition, 
1870-71. London: Routledge. P.165-6. 
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Staff Structure 

 

One of the chief military reformations made by the Prussian command, particularly 

Chief of Staff Helmuth von Moltke, was the development of the General Staff 

(Grosser Generalstab). The Prussian General Staff was a group of military officers 

who acted in an administrative role under the command of general officers i.e. Moltke. 

Training, intelligence, operations and logistics were the areas of responsibility 

incorporated in to the staff structure and in all these areas the General Staff 

professionalized the Prussian army to a greater extent than their opponents. 

 

The General Staff’s contribution to the military effort proved Prussia’s hegemony in 

staff structures. “By the standards of its past campaigns the French army was ready.” 

(Howard:2001, 39)5. This statement is indicative of the improvements made by the 

Prussian staff structure. The Prussian General Staff was the first permanent military 

organisation, free from political intervention and comprised of staff chosen on merit. 

 

The Prussian general staff structure had considerably more power than the French, 

“which was a mere department of the war ministry and in matters of strategy, tactics, 

and discipline – was always subject to political pressure.” (Wawro:1996, 284)6. The 

Prussian General Staff could focus on military planning, mobilisation, training, 

intelligence, deployment and operations. The French staff structure however, had to 

take into account the actions of politicians. 

 

                                                 
5 Howard, Michael. 2001. The Franco-Prussian War, The German Invasion of France 2nd edition, 
1870-71. London: Routledge. P.39. 
6 Wawro, Geoffrey. 1996. The Austro-Prussian War Austria’s War with Prussia and Italy in 1866. 
London: Cambridge University Press. P.284. 
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The Austrian staff structure suffered from neglect, lack of experience, low manpower 

and a lack of meritocracy. “The Austrian General Staff was restricted to the most 

limited forms of planning and preparing possible future campaigns. In the army’s 

order of precedence, the staff officer corps ranked with the engineers, at the bottom of 

the official hierarchy and the informal pecking order.” (Showalter:2004, 18)7. 

Austrian staff and officers were often appointed due to their lack of skill elsewhere or 

aristocratic ties. The Austrian staff structure hence provided poor planning and 

logistics. 

 

Whereas Moltke was rightly appointed to head the Prussian staff structure for his 

merit, Henikstein (the Austrian equivalent in 1866) was found to be incompetent. He 

was inexperienced, “made a hash of Austrian planning” (Wawro:1996, 3)8 and in 

taking to the field, “created a situation where no one could be sure who was 

responsible for either planning or execution at the army’s highest level.” 

(Showalter:2004, 161). He was recalled in the midst of the campaign for 

incompetence. 

 

The Prussian General Staff in 1866 and 1870 was the best in the world. Walter 

Goerlitz holds that the encirclement and forced surrender of the French army under 

Napoleon at Sedan “was the General Staff’s greatest triumph.” (Goerlitz:1953, 91)9. 

Operational success such as this, combined with the General Staff’s performance in 

preparing the Prussian army for war and administrative performance in logistics, 

prove the huge significance of the General Staff structure. It was therefore an 
                                                 
7 Showalter, Dennis. 2004. The Wars of German Unification. London: Hodder Arnold. P.18 
8 Wawro, Geoffrey. 1996. The Austro-Prussian War Austria’s War with Prussia and Italy in 1866. 
London: Cambridge University Press. P.3. 
9 Goerlitz, Walter; translated by Battershaw, Brian. 1953. History of the German General Staff 1657-
1945. London: Hollis and Carter Ltd. P.91. 
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important factor in explaining Prussia’s defeats of Austria and France. This was 

recognised by world powers following the Franco-Prussian War. 

 

Factors such as training and operations were not solely determined by the Staff 

Structure however. Recruiting systems also had large impacts on the fighting prowess 

of armies. They affected both the quality and quantity of troops that could be raised.  

 

Recruiting Systems 

 

The Prussian system of recruitment provided both higher quality and quantity of 

troops than Austria and France. It was based upon Scharnhorst’s idea of universal 

military service. Recruitments were conscripted in proportion to population growth. 

(Demeter: 1965, 20)10. “In Prussia the system was maintained as the real basis of the 

army and short service conscripts continued to be the largest component.” (Bury:1971, 

312)11 It allowed an addition of fifty regiments to Prussia’s army, tripling its effective 

wartime strength from 1859 to 1866. 

 

This universally applicable conscription was superior to Austria’s selective 

conscription for Austria’s recruitments were only in the army temporarily. Even long 

service troops were sent on long furloughs, “recalled only for inadequate refresher 

training and emergencies [e.g. the Austro-Prussian War] that tended to become 

disasters because of the inexperience of the purported long-service soldiers.” 

                                                 
10 Demeter, Karl; translated by Malcolm, Angus. 1965. The German Officers Corps in Society and 
State 1650-1945. London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson. P.20. 
11 Bury, J.P.T. 1971. The New Cambridge Modern History Volume X The Zenith of European Power 
1830-70. London:Cambridge University Press. P.312. 
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(Showalter:2004, 19)12. Inexperience and poor training was a significant disadvantage 

to the well educated and drilled Prussian troops.  

 

The French recruitment system was also flawed in comparison to the Prussian system. 

“France possessed neither the surplus manpower nor the discretionary wealth to 

recruit a professional army of true volunteers.” (Showalter:2004, 226)13 Nor did the 

idea of conscription have much popularity. Nevertheless, conscription was necessary 

as intelligence reported that Prussia was able to field an army in excess of one million 

troops and Napoleon III wanted to equal this. France adopted a form of selective 

conscription. However it was introduced too late for troops to be given a training on 

par with Prussian troops, and thousands of deserters reduced the army’s size. 

 

Conscription was not the only element of Prussian recruitment however. A territorial 

system was devised by Moltke and Roon. The army corps would be increased to war 

strength locally, “then mobilised and deployed in a fraction of the time taken by 

Prussia’s rivals.” (Wawro:1996, 16)14. This provided an immense advantage over the 

French and Austrian system of “extraterritoriality” (Wawro:1996, 16)15. 

‘Extraterritoriality’ involved continually moving regiments to different regions to 

prevent any soldiers becoming too localised. 

 

The territorial recruitment system allowed faster mobilisation and recruitment of 

greater numbers. It meant that Prussia could sustain short wars with larger nations. 

                                                 
12 Showalter, Dennis. 2004. The Wars of German Unification. London: Hodder Arnold. P.19. 
13 Ibid. P.226. 
14 Wawro, Geoffrey. 1996. The Austro-Prussian War Austria’s War with Prussia and Italy in 1866. 
London: Cambridge University Press. P.16. 
15 Ibid. P.16. 
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For example, it allowed Prussia to mobilise faster than Austria in 1866 and invade 

deep into Austrian territory before the Austrian forces were prepared. 

 

The system of ‘extraterritoriality’ also had “adverse effects on anything beyond 

elementary training” (Showalter:2004, 19)16. The frequent transferral of infantry and 

cavalry regiments between different regions disrupted training and increased the time 

taken to mobilise due to unfamiliarity with the area. 

 

The Prussian system of recruitment gave advantages of numbers, training, 

professionalism, and mobilisation speed over France and Austria. It was therefore a 

significant contribution to Prussia’s defeat of France and Austria. 

 

The speed of Prussian mobilisation, while influenced by the staff structure and 

recruitment system, would not have been possible without technologies such as the 

rail however. 

 

Technology 

 

Prussia was not technologically superior to Austria and France in all areas, but 

commanding officers and the General Staff were able to put technologies in their 

possession to greater use than were France or Austria. The rail, artillery and rifles 

were the most significant technological attributes. Their importance will henceforth be 

examined alone, though other factors such as the telegraph also had an impact. 

 

                                                 
16 Showalter, Dennis. 2004. The Wars of German Unification. London: Hodder Arnold. P.226. 
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Prussia utilised its rail network as a weapon. “The development of railways altered the 

conditions of war.” (Woodward: 1963, 19)17 Utilisation of railways allowed rapid 

mobilisation, movement of forces, transportation of logistical supplies, and continual 

reinforcements to the front line. In both wars Prussia mobilised before the enemy was 

ready. Utilisation of Prussia’s more numerous rails in the Austro-Prussian war 

allowed fresh troops to be rapidly mobilised and transported to the front line, where 

they confronted tired and ill-supplied Austrian forces in their own country.  

 

Prussia was also able to utilise the rail’s advantages in the Franco-Prussian war 

despite a superior French network. “Without the use of railways the siege of Paris 

would have been an impossibility” (Woodward:1963, 22)18 due the logistical supplies 

railways enabled across the country. Prussian utilisation of rail allowed success 

because of the General Staff’s preparation. Prussia’s rail network was made with 

military usage in mind, and Prussia made maximum use of it in both wars, to mobilise, 

move, reinforce, and supply. 

 

In the Austro-Prussian war Austria had superior artillery but inferior rifles, and the 

Prussians were able to force Austria into a war where artillery had little use beyond 

fire between artillery units themselves. Even “artillery support for the hard pressed 

infantry was ineffective” (Showalter:2004, 181)19 in the Austro-Prussian war. The 

rifle instead became the chief weapon. 

 

                                                 
17 Woodward, E.L. 1963. War and Peace in Europe 1815-1870 and other essays. London: Frank Cass 
& Co. Ltd. P.19. 
18 Ibid. P.22. 
19 Showalter, Dennis. 2004. The Wars of German Unification. London: Hodder Arnold. P.181. 
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Prussia’s Dreyse needle rifle was breech loaded, meaning it could be loaded from the 

rear end. Loading the Austrian muzzle loading rifle however, took far longer and had 

to be done standing up. The needle rifle therefore had a higher rate of fire. “Prussia’s 

victory at Koniggratz [the chief battle in 1866] was attributed less to Moltke than to 

the breech loading rifles of her infantry.” (Strachan: 1983, 101)20. The rifles caused 

more numerous losses on the Austrian side at nearly every encounter, and negatively 

affected morale.  

 

In the Franco-Prussian War too did Prussia make maximum use of technology. 

Prussia had superior artillery but inferior rifles and no machine gun (the French had a 

few of the first machine guns, the Mitrailleuse). Yet Prussia was able to force France 

into a war where artillery was the decisive weapon. Prussia’ new breech loading, 

rifled, steel, Krupp artillery was far superior to the French artillery. Its greater range 

and accuracy was used very effectively at the sieges of Metz and Sedan. Michael 

Howard believes the “achievements of the German gunners on 6th August heralded the 

advent of a new age of applied technology in war.” (Howard:2001, 118)21. The 

artillery proved incredibly decisive in determining Prussian victory. It resulted in 

large French casualties, undermined morale, and eventually forced Napoleon III to 

surrender one hundred thousand troops, himself included, at Sedan. This ended the 

war with professional state troops.  

 

                                                 
20 Strachan, Hew. 1983. European Armies and the Conduct of War. London: George Allen & Unwin 
Publishers Ltd. P.101. 
21 Howard, Michael. 2001. The Franco-Prussian War, The German Invasion of France 2nd edition, 
1870-71. London: Routledge. P.118. 
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However, although these technologies were extremely significant in determining the 

outcome of the wars, it was tactics that took advantage of the weapons. The small 

impact of Austria’s superior artillery and France’s superior rifles prove this.  

 

Tactics 

 

Prussia’s tactics made maximum use of technology and firepower. Its ‘fire tactics’ 

were developed by Moltke due to the advantages the Dreyse needle rifle held over 

muzzle-loading rifles and the bayonet charge. They involved decentralised small units 

deployed in a system of broad skirmish lines; emphasized speed and tactical freedom 

for junior commanders; and relied on rifle power utilised against the enemy’s flanks.  

 

The Prussian Second army under Karl von Steimetz proved the superiority of these 

tactics over Austrian shock tactics when “the needle guns tore his [General 

Ramming’s] leading brigade to pieces. […] Once again, in an encounter battle where 

experience suggested loss ratios should be similar, the Prussians suffered 1,200 

casualties against 5,700 Austrians.” (Wawro:1996, 168)22. These casualty ratios in 

Prussia’s favour were a common theme throughout the Austro-Prussian War. 

 

Prussia’s tactics of enveloping the French at Sedan and using artillery to shoot from 

afar were also developed because of technology. The Franco-Prussian War proved the 

Prussian tactical flexibility. Prussia learned the power of French rifles early, and 

instead began to utilise the superiority of Prussian artillery.  

 

                                                 
22 Wawro, Geoffrey. 1996. The Austro-Prussian War Austria’s War with Prussia and Italy in 1866. 
London: Cambridge University Press. P.168. 
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Prussian forces were more tactically flexible, made better use of technology, were 

better commanded and luckier than their opponents. For in both wars tactical 

ineptness on the French and particularly the Austrian side played into Prussia’s hands. 

 

Austrian shock tactics meant frontal charges of deep and narrow formations of 

untrained men into well defended lines of Prussian fire. These tactics often resulted in 

attacks being broken before they even reached the enemy, and nearly always resulted 

in higher casualties on the Austrian side. 

 

French tactics played into Prussia’s hands too. France failed to exploit opportunities 

for counter attack. “The fault of the French lay in failing to follow their successful 

defensive with a resolute attack.” (Howard:2001, 182)23 Prussian artillery was 

therefore free to exploit its superior range on an enemy that could do nothing in return 

because its weapons were all out of range.  

 

Prussian tactics had been “revolutionised” (Wawro:1996, 144)24 between 1862 and 

1866. They were well planned and executed, and made maximum use of the 

technology available. Austrian and French tactics however, were outdated and lacked 

flexibility. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
23 Howard, Michael. 2001. The Franco-Prussian War, The German Invasion of France 2nd edition, 
1870-71. London: Routledge. P.182. 
24 Wawro, Geoffrey. 1996. The Austro-Prussian War Austria’s War with Prussia and Italy in 1866. 
London: Cambridge University Press. P.144. 
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Conclusion 

 

All factors addressed in this essay were significant in determining the outcome of 

each war. However each factor impacted upon at least one other, making it impossible 

to predict what might have been if one factor were not present. All these factors 

therefore played equally significant parts in explaining Prussia’s defeats of Austria 

and France. 

 

In tactics, technology, command structure, staff structure and recruiting systems 

Prussia had decisive advantages over France and Austria. The command structure 

gave Prussia superior leadership. The staff structure meant the Prussian army was 

better prepared and performed administrative duties during the war with more 

professionalism and efficiency than France or Austria. Prussia’s recruiting system 

gave her a larger, better trained army, which was mobilised faster than its enemies. 

Prussia’s use of technologies gave her the advantage of greater speed and firepower 

and her tactics meant she was better able to utilise the strengths given to her by other 

factors.  

 

The Prussian forces were not without fault however. Both the Austrians and French 

held advantages over Prussia but failed to use them effectively. Prussia’s defeats of 

France and Austria therefore owe not only to Prussia’s strengths but her enemy’s 

weaknesses. 

 

Strategy, communications, geography, politics, economics, finance and many other 

factors also had an input in determining Prussia’s defeats of Austria and France. 
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